THE FUTURE OF EXTENSION DISTRIBUTION

SUMMIT THEME

Extension issues, designs and features
Development, packaging, installation, discovery, docs, etc.
Simplify finding, understanding, and installing
Towards ideal ecosystem of the future
For authors, packagers, DBAs, and users
THE FUTURE OF EXTENSION DISTRIBUTION

SUMMIT THEME

Lots of problems, challenges, decisions
Which do you care about?
Collaborate, discover, discuss, document
Find answers, make decisions, set directions
Inform the PGXN v2 project
FOUR PRINCIPLES

OPEN SPACE TECHNOLOGY (OR: UNCONFERENCING)

1. Whoever comes are the right people
2. Whatever happens is the only thing that could have
3. Whenever it starts is the right time
4. When it is over, it is over
THE LAW OF TWO FEET
OPEN SPACE TECHNOLOGY (OR: UNCONFERENCING)

“If you find yourself in any situation where you are neither learning nor contributing, use your two feet and go to some more productive place.”
BUMBLEBEES AND BUTTERFLIES
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